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Section 1 Our Philosophy

We offer personalized 
investment portfolio 

management. Our endeavour is 
to create best portfolios. By 
best portfolio, we mean the 
one with a return that meets 
investor’s objectives adjusted 

for risk.

Your understanding of what we 
are trying to achieve and how 
we will approach it, is a critical 

element in enabling us to attain 
our goal.

Our aim is to run the best
portfolio for the investor. This is
an ambitious goal and we need
to clarify what we mean by best
and where you come in. By best
portfolio, we mean the one with
the return that meets your
objective adjusted for risk.

You may think it’s odd that by
best we don’t necessarily mean
the portfolio with the highest
return, certainly not.
Investment is subject to a lot of
fads and cycles. We would not
own create a portfolio because
it is fashionable and might go
up. Often those goes down.
Usually by a lot.



Section 1

There are also portfolios which
deliver high returns but which
are running what we would
regard as unacceptable risks.

We need to understand you,
since we wish to concentrate all
our efforts on making the
portfolio that works for you,
and don’t want to deal with
endless queries about why we
are not following a particular
investment fad.

It takes considerable emotional
discipline to buy when others
are fearful and sell when others
are greedy. Not that we intend
to indulge in market timing, but
just doing nothing takes iron
discipline when faced with the
fears and temptations of the
markets.

Our Philosophy



Section 2 Our Approach

Step 1: Investment Policy Statement

Step 2: Portfolio Implementation

Step 3: Portfolio Monitoring

We follow a 3-step process. 
Create an investment policy 

statement (IPS) based on your 
financial objectives and risk 

profile. Once you agree on the 
IPS, help you execute followed 

by close monitoring. 



Section 2 Investment Policy Statement (IPS)

Investment Policy Statement
(IPS) is a document that has
common language for the
advisor and the investor.

We create this document
considering financial
information provided by the
investor and also the risk
assessment.

After numerous rounds of
discussion with the investor,
we finalize the asset allocation.
The asset allocation entails the
following asset categories:
- Exchange Traded Funds

(ETFs)
- Mutual Funds
- Direct Equity
- Bonds
- Alternatives (Gold, Real

Estate)

Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs)
We prefer ETFs over mutual
funds in the large cap equities
and foreign equities.

Mutual Funds
There are selected equity and
debt mutual funds that we
prefer investing.

Direct Equity
We invest in high quality
companies for long-term.

Bonds
We invest in bonds directly or
through mutual funds.
Preservation of capital is the
first objective.

Alternatives
Asset allocation considers
alternatives but we do not
manage or recommend
alternatives.



Section 2 Portfolio Implementation

Portfolio implementation is a
key to the realisation of
returns. As an advisor, we help
you do the implementation of
the plan.

All investments are made in 
the investor’s name. We do 
not make commissions or 

brokerage from any 
recommendation. 

Safety of investment is critical
to our approach. We split
custody (demat) and trading
(broking), this naturally
achieves the safety parameter.

If you do not like us, you can
always remove us and
withdraw your money or
replace us with a new advisor.
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Section 2 Portfolio Monitoring

Our investment portfolio monitoring services help keep us
accountable for investment decisions. We conduct quarterly
meeting to review investment progress. This ensures we are on
track to meet our investment objectives.

Keeping track of your investment portfolio can be demanding. In
particular, factors such as contributions, redemptions and
rebalancing can make determining your investment performance
cumbersome.

We provide 24X7 online access to your investment portfolio.



Section 3 The Firm

1% p.a. for direct investors
No performance fees

No initial fees
No redemption fees

No overtrading

We are committed to earning our
client’s trust by building lasting
relationships and confidence,
putting the client’s interest first in
everything we do.

Ankur Kapur leads the Investment
Advisory at Plutus Capital.

Clients find confidence in knowing
that our firm uses a carefully
structured process for choosing
investments and aiming to
minimize risk.

We truly listen to to our clients in
order to understand your story
and what you are going through.

It’s our goal to help the people to
protect your assets and make the
most of your wealth.
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